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lhe theses (impartiality, autonomy and neutrality), with
which Lacey (1997a) explicates the view that the saences
are value free, are about scientific practices They need not
ali obtain together, impartiality, for example, may obtain
but not autonomy and neutrahty, because different factors
enter int° the vanous stages of the development and choice
of theones Whereas imparnality "is a thesis pertaming to
accepting a theory of a domam or domains of phenomena"
(Lacey, 1997a 17), considerations of autonomy and neu-
trality reflect the "agenda of scientific inquiry," where inte-
rests shape the kinds of novel phenomena to be sought out
and possibilmes to be encapsulated, and thus the s/c stra-
tegy (constraint/selection strategy) adopted lhe separai-
on affirmed here might be questioned Is it not the slc stra-
tegies themselves that select and demarcate the domams of
phenomena and classes of possibilities of which a theory is
taken to be accepted? That is true, but the separation is
supported by proposing that there are hierarchically opera-
ting "leveis of selection involved in makmg theory choices,"
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where the distinction of leveis is "methodologically and
logically essential" (Lacey, 1997a 25, 27) This raises ano-
ther question, however What justrfies the daim that the
distinction of leveis is methodologically and logically essen-
nal, and thus that impartiality can be considered separately
from autonomy and neutrahty ? One answer might be
grounded in epistemological or pragmatic arguments —
either based in "rule-bound accounts of sound scientific
judgments," or in attempts to derive a priori a list of essen-
nal cv (cognitive values) That is not Lacey's approach He
prefers to regard imparnality as a value which can be more
or less manifested in theory choices, so that we can aspire
to accept theones in virtue of their high mandestations of
the cv even though the domains of which they are accep-
ted are selected by deployment of eis strateges whose
adoption is linked with (non-cognitive) values

Considering the thesis of impartiality as a value,
made intelligible in view of the distinction of leveis at
which respectively values and cv have their proper roles, is
opposed to two opposite contemporary views on the rano-
nality of the processes leading to theory choices According
to the traditional view of logical empinasm of the 50's and
60's, impartiality (that values play no proper role In the
acceptance of theones) is based on the view that accepting
a theory, i e considenng it properly included In the stock
of knowledge, derives from an activity onented by rules
which express the correct relations that theones should
maintain with empincal data In addition to philosophical
criticism that undermined even the idea of the applicability
of such rules, case studies of present and past saentific
practices support that what saentists consider to be impar-
nal judgments do not require explication in terms of the
deployment of rules On the other hand, by supposing that
mandestations of imparnahty are neither possible nor even
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desirable, some post-modern and relativist philosophers
recent decades have maintained that the thesis of impartia-
lity 	 only an "fflusion" (Lacey, 1997b) Both tradi-
tional and post-modern/relativist views are inadequate the
former because rt incorrectly identifies the intellectual ins-
truments available to atam impartiahty, the latter because
it does not recognize the particularity of the scope of appli-
cation of accepted theories and thus refuses to recognize
any efforts to Identity the possible manifestations of impar-
tiality In the latter case, the Humean fallacy is committed
inferring value from a (supposed) fact

The proposed view avoids such inadequaces It re-
cognizes that empirical investigation of scientific practices
may show that impartiality is not a realized fact in certain
cases, but this leaves open that it be a value (cf Lacey,
1997a 33-34, Note 4) In bis lectures at USP (1996) and
elsewhere (Lacey &. Schwartz, 1996), Lacey has argued that
"there will always be, to some extent, a gap between values-
as-manifested and values-as-articulated," and part of the
effort to bring them together — an effort that rtself mani-
fests a value — is to =prove the articulation of values, to
take them as "objects of investigation (psychological, epis-
temic, and evaluative), of reflection, of discussion, and of
criticai argument " (Lacey & Schwartz, 1996 322-323)

When impartiality is articulated as a value, it can be
considered as one of the "constrtutive values of seence," a
sort of middle ground between (moral and social) values
and cv Lacey rejects any view of science that does not link
it in important ways with value perspectives His view, un-
hke the traditional logical empiriast one, permits that im-
partiality obtain to a significant degree of certain theories,
but that neutrality not obtain of them Although theory
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choices are made under els strategtes and therefore made
In contexts that incorporate value perspectives, impartiality
may still obtain provided that the distinction of leveis is
respected It is in this sense that the distinction of leveis is
logically and methodologically essential It assures inter alia
first that theones chosen under different els strategies may
be commensurable since "adopting a particular strategy
does (and can) not commit one to the truth of any theory,"
and secondly that there can be commensurability among
cls strategies themselves since "the adoption of strategies is

under long-term empincal constramt" (Lacey, 1997a 27),
so that "part of the reason to continue followmg them is
the empincal success gamed from followmg them" (Lacey,
forthcommg)
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